
BestTruckTent:  More than a Roof Top Tent,  More than a Ground Tent 
7’ x 8’ Floor, 6.6’ Height

Pop-up Shelter
  Temporary Housing
  Disaster Preparedness
  Communications Station…   

Toss 2 bags into your truck 
bed and go – an off-grid 
tent that is buoyant ready 
for fun or for floods!
Next-level recreation powered  
by military-grade experience

Floats!Enjoy the Best of Times!
   Camping on Ground, Truck, or Lake
   Off-grid Office
   Back-yard Guest Room, Studio… 
AND for prepare for the worst of times:



Throw two bags in your truck

SETUP INSTRUCTIONS



In the first bag is the floor of the tent, and either a manual or electric air pump.



Connect the hose and inflate to 10 PSI.

Watch the videos on the next slide. 



CONNECT INFLATOR ADJUST PSI



Spread the tent over the floor



If using the electric pump, connect it to your car (or external) battery.
 

You’ll find the inflation valve under a fabric flap.

As a first step you’ll inflate the air beam frame to around 2 PSI. 

Watch the videos on the next slide



CONNECT INFLATOR ADJUST PSI



Optional: Adjust the air beams.



Step inside and adjust the straps around the beams, distributing the fabric evenly,  
then continue inflation to 4 PSI 



At 4 PSI the beam will feel quite sturdy.  
Remove the hose, secure the valve cover, and close the fabric flap. 



Roll window covering under until taut, secure with clips on the fabric ties. 



Do the same with the mesh screen



Once fully inflated and window shades adjusted, 
lift the unit onto the inflated floor, and secure with the Velcro strips

.



Note the waterproof liner



Packing Up



To deflate reconnect the inflater, set on deflate.



As the deflation 
progresses push on 

the middle of each of 
the 4 corner beams

Push the fabric into the 
cavities on each side, 
forming a rectangular 

box shape.

Deflate until the unit 
no longer collapses.

Watch the videos on the 
next two slides







Push the unit into the bag and zip.
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